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Florida Gardener's Handbook
The magic of Paint by Sticker Kids continues, combining the fun of coloring and stickers with the creativity of paint by number. The series just keeps
growing, with another much-loved nature-themed topic: Bugs! Paint by Sticker Kids: Beautiful Bugs includes everything kids need to create 10 full-color
illustrations of their favorite creepy-crawlies: a firefly, a praying mantis, a ladybug, butterflies, ants, a painted grasshopper, a dragonfly, beetles, a
bumblebee, and a weevil. Simply find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next—and watch a dazzling image
come to life with color and spirit in the modern “low-poly” style (using geometric polygon shapes). The card-stock pages are perforated so artwork can be
easily removed for framing or the fridge. Creating sticker art is as fun and meditative as coloring, and it’s a refreshing shake-up from the usual crayons and
markers. Plus, the peel-and-place system allows kids to practice recognizing and learning numbers in an interactive, stress-free way. And it’s a great rainy
day or travel activity (no cleanup!) that delivers hands-on fun for less than $10.

Puppies in Pajamas
From StacyPlays, the YouTube sensation with over 2 million subscribers, comes the exhilarating fourth and final book in her Minecraft-inspired adventure
series about a girl raised by wolves. After barely surviving the harsh tundra biome, Stacy has finally discovered the origins of the intelligent, playful wolves
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who’ve raised her. But will Stacy be able to decode a mysterious diary that may hold the keys to her future in the taiga? As she races against time to
uncover the secrets buried within the diary’s pages, Stacy and her pack set out on a new thrilling adventure across biomes. Will they beat the clock and
make it to the farthest reaches of their world: the deep ocean? As they dive deeper into the unknown, Stacy and the wolves learn that the deep ocean may
hold the biggest secret yet. Stacy's wolves might not be as alone in this world as they once thought. Fans of Minecraft: The Crash and PopularMMOs
Presents: A Hole New World will love this thrilling conclusion to the illustrated, action-packed series!

Brain Games Sticker by Number Sloth
Challenge your brain with these fun and engaging word puzzles from one of America's most trusted senior resource, AARP. More than 40 puzzles with
engaging themes from pop culture, sports, and world history. Specially designed for easy reading. 96 pages

Sticker by Number in the Garden
Keep your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art with this easy-to-use sticker book. Includes 10 garden-themed photos to complete. Each design is
divided into 20 squares. Each square has a number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a fullcolored image emerges from the original unfinished photograph. Spiral binding and perforated pages make it easy to use!

Sticker Puzzles Monsters
Sticker by number: Sloth is a compelling activity to keep your child's brain engaged to create totally cool art. Similar to color or paint by number, this
sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the
right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes more than 8 sloth images to sticker The wire spiral
and perforated pages make the book easy to use!

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Super Cute - 3 Sticker Books in 1 (Playful Pets, Totally Cool!, Magical Creatures)
Why do we do the things we do? Over a decade in the making, this game-changing book is Robert Sapolsky's genre-shattering attempt to answer that
question as fully as perhaps only he could, looking at it from every angle. Sapolsky's storytelling concept is delightful but it also has a powerful intrinsic
logic: he starts by looking at the factors that bear on a person's reaction in the precise moment a behavior occurs, and then hops back in time from there, in
stages, ultimately ending up at the deep history of our species and its genetic inheritance. And so the first category of explanation is the neurobiological
one. What goes on in a person's brain a second before the behavior happens? Then he pulls out to a slightly larger field of vision, a little earlier in time:
What sight, sound, or smell triggers the nervous system to produce that behavior? And then, what hormones act hours to days earlier to change how
responsive that individual is to the stimuli which trigger the nervous system? By now, he has increased our field of vision so that we are thinking about
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neurobiology and the sensory world of our environment and endocrinology in trying to explain what happened. Sapolsky keeps going--next to what features
of the environment affected that person's brain, and then back to the childhood of the individual, and then to their genetic makeup. Finally, he expands the
view to encompass factors larger than that one individual. How culture has shaped that individual's group, what ecological factors helped shape that culture,
and on and on, back to evolutionary factors thousands and even millions of years old. The result is one of the most dazzling tours de horizon of the science
of human behavior ever attempted, a majestic synthesis that harvests cutting-edge research across a range of disciplines to provide a subtle and nuanced
perspective on why we ultimately do the things we dofor good and for ill. Sapolsky builds on this understanding to wrestle with some of our deepest and
thorniest questions relating to tribalism and xenophobia, hierarchy and competition, morality and free will, and war and peace. Wise, humane, often very
funny, Behave is a towering achievement, powerfully humanizing, and downright heroic in its own right.

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Awesome Animals (Sticker Puzzles - Kids Activity Book)
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between
Grades 1 & 2—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids excited about learning all summer
long between 1st and 2nd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2 begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities
based on reading comprehension, writing, addition and subtraction, earth science, the seasons, telling time, and more! As you complete activities, you earn
stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer
reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2 covers the core concepts in English language arts, math, science,
and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.

Paint by Sticker
This Sticker by Number book offers a compelling activity for tweens that will keep the brain engaged to create totally cool art. Sticker by Number: Be Cool
features 10 designs to gradually fill in using the included stickers. The gender-neutral designs include colorful, playful images. Some have positive,
inspirational, word-based designs with fun icons and patterns. Similar to paint by number, this sticker activity book features designs that are divided into
spaces. Each space has a code that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as full-color masterpieces emerge
from the original unfinished illustrations. The wire spiral and perforated pages make the book easy to use!

Paint by Sticker Kids
Paint by Sticker Kids just gets stronger and stronger, with the last three titles—Unicorns & Magic, Halloween, and Christmas—on fire. With over 1.7 million
copies in print, and with sales increasing every season, it is the phenomenal activity book series that marries the joy of paint by number and coloring with
every kid’s favorite thing—stickers. And now add dinosaurs—what could be better? Kids will have a blast “painting” an armored Ankylosaurus, and an agile
Velociraptor, now known to have been covered in feathers. And don’t forget about the king of them all: a ferocious T-Rex, which could eat 500 pounds of
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meat in one bite! New to the series, on the back of each image is a paragraph of lively text packed with facts about the dinosaur pictured, how it lived, and
how to pronounce its name. Designed especially for children and their smaller hands, the Paint by Sticker Kids series offers a quiet, completely absorbing,
no-mess activity that—bonus!—encourages kids to practice number recognition without them even thinking they’re doing math. The way it works is simple:
Find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next—and see the images come to life in the “low-poly” style that
uses geometric shapes. The card-stock pages are perforated, allowing the artwork to be easily removed so kids can hang them up as decorations or proudly
display them on the fridge. In other words, hours and hours of artistic fun with none of the hassle or cleanup!

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Zoo Animals (Square Stickers): Create Beautiful Art with Easy to Use Sticker Fun!
This Sticker by Number book introduces a compelling new activity to keep your brain engaged to create tons of delightful art. As in color or paint-bynumber, each design is divided into dozens of spaces. Each space has a number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the
right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. The book contains 28 cat-themed images, purr-fect for any cat
owner. The wire spiral makes it easy to use!

Paint by Sticker: Music Icons
Sticker Puzzles: Monsters is a compelling activity to keep your child's brain engaged to create totally cool art. Similar to color or paint by number, this
sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the
right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 10 images to sticker The wire spiral and perforated
pages make the book easy to use! 8-1/2" x 10" 52 pages

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Ocean Fun (Sticker Puzzles - Kids Activity Book)
If you've ever wondered what a puppy in pajamas is thinking, now you'll know! This book features over 50 furry friends"e"some sleepy, some otherwise.
Each full-color photo is accompanied by a funny caption revealing what the puppy is thinking. Every kind of dog, from pugs and bulldogs to labs and
poodles.

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Nature (2 Books in 1 - Geometric Stickers)
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where they live, how they eat, the challenges they face, and whether or not certain species pose a
danger to humans.

Disney Princess Sticker Art Puzzles
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Introducing a compelling new activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and coloring book enthusiasts of all ages. Paint by Sticker includes everything you
need to create twelve vibrant, full-color “paintings.” The images—including sunflowers, a fox, a hummingbird in mid-flight, two boats on the water—are
rendered in “low-poly,” a computer graphics style that creates a 3-D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into dozens of spaces, each
with a number that corresponds to a particular colored sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the
next—it’s an activity that’s utterly absorbing as you watch a “painting” emerge from a flat black-and-white illustration to a dazzling image with color,
body, spirit. The pages are perforated for easy removal, making it simple to frame the completed images.

Sticker by Number Smile Everyday
Reveal beloved Disney princesses with these mesmerizing sticker puzzles! Each of the fifteen sticker puzzles in this book features full-color art of a favorite
Disney princess. Match the sticker shapes to the tessellated grid one by one to reveal each princess—and when you’re done, you’ll have a gorgeous glossy
art poster to hang on your wall. All the puzzles contain more than 100 stickers, providing hours of challenging fun for puzzle enthusiasts everywhere.

Sticker by Number Be Cool
A brand-new puzzle with a hot track record boasting 5 million downloads in electronic form. 7 Little Words will be a syndicated newspaper puzzle in 2013
adding even more exposure to the brand. Its simplicity and wide appeal enable an easy transition to print, where it is sure to be enjoyed by millions more.
Fun, challenging, and easy to learn, 7 Little Words is a hot new puzzle that has received much media attention, including a mention in O, The Oprah
Magazine. If you enjoy crossword puzzles, word finds, and anagram games, you're going to love 7 Little Words! Find the 7 words to match the 7 clues. The
numbers in parentheses represent the number of letters in each solution. Each letter combination can be used only once, but all letter combinations will be
necessary to complete the puzzle. It's easy to learn but hard to stop playing!

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Magical Creatures (Sticker Puzzles - Kids Activity Book) [With Sticker(s)]
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice from the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because
they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an
email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your
work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read
for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge
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fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in
our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I
was starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving
a F*ck

Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2
Brain Games: Sticker By Letter Dinosaurs is a compelling activity to keep your brain engaged to create totally cool and prehistoric art. Similar to color or
paint by number, this sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker,
peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 10 dinosaur images to
sticker The wire spiral and perforated pages make the book easy to use! 8-1/2" x 10" 52 pages

The Ultimate Book of Sharks
Sticker Puzzles: Ocean Fun is a compelling activity to keep your child's brain engaged to create totally cool art. Similar to color or paint by number, this
sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the
right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 10 images to sticker The wire spiral and perforated
pages make the book easy to use! 8-1/2" x 10" 52 pages

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Amazing Animals (Geometric Stickers)
Sticker Puzzles: Totally Cool! is a compelling activity to keep your child's brain engaged to create totally cool art. Similar to color or paint by number, this
sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the
right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 10 cool images to sticker: unicorn, butterfly, donuts,
snowboarder, toucan and more! Fun facts are featured with each image The wire spiral and perforated pages make the book easy to use! 8-1/2" x 10" 52
pages

Brain Games
As in color or paint-by-number, each design is divided into dozens of spaces. Each space has number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it,
and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes more than 40 nature themed images
to sticker. Images range in difficulty. Perforated pages and spiral binding make it easy to use! Made for adults but kids can enjoy as well! 8.5" x 10" Keep
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your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art. Images from two books have been combined to create this 156 page Sticker by Number: Nature book!
Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Nature, 104 pages - ISBN-13: 9781680229011 Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Country Garden, 52 pages ISBN-13: 9781645580331

Wild Rescuers: Sentinels in the Deep Ocean
An activity book that acts as a companion to the TV series Brain games.

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Dinosaurs (Sticker Puzzles - Kids Activity Book) [With Sticker(s)]
Children will go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an innovative new series that takes stickers to a whole new level. Simply match the colored stickers to the
numbers on each page to build up stunning pictures. There's hours of fun to be had and with over 3,500 stickers, kids will marvel at what they can create
using just a few simple geometric shapes. In Sticker by Numbers, children will love creating eye-catching patterns, from completing a mystical forest and a
beautiful stained-glass window to embellishing flowers, butterflies, and lots, lots more.

Ask a Manager
How can teachers make sure that all students gain the reading skills they need to be successful in school and in life? In this book, Karen Tankersley
describes the six foundational "threads" that students need to study in order to become effective readers: phonemic awareness, phonics and decoding,
vocabulary, fluency, comprehension, and higher-order processing. For each area, the author explains how students acquire the reading skills they need and
offers a series of skill-building strategies and activities that teachers can use in the classroom. Although reading is perhaps most intensely taught in the
kindergarten and 1st-grade classrooms, Tankersley emphasizes that helping students become lifelong readers is a task for all teachers, including contentarea teachers in middle and high schools. The Threads of Reading addresses key questions about literacy, such as * What makes a difference in reading
achievement? * How much reading time is enough? * How can teachers use writing to build reading skills? * How can teachers help students make
meaning from their reading? The strategies in this book address many situations, from individual instruction to small- or large-group instruction, from
kindergarten to high school. Teachers will appreciate the multitude of activities provided, and administrators will learn to better evaluate the reading
programs in place in their districts and schools. Grounded in both research and "teacher lore" from actual classrooms, this book is a solid guide to helping
students become lifelong readers. Note: This product listing is for the Adobe Acrobat (PDF) version of the book.

Brain Games Sticker by Number First Words
As in color or paint-by-number, each design is divided into dozens of spaces. Each space has number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it,
and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 13 ocean themed images to sticker.
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Images range in difficulty. Perforated pages and spiral binding make it easy to use! Made for adults but kids can enjoy as well! 8.5" x 10" Keep your brain
engaged while creating fun, beautiful art. *The images in this book also appear in Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Under the Sea (2 Books in 1), 156
pages - ISBN-13: 9781645580379

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Farm Animals (Square Stickers)
AARP Large Print Crossword Puzzles
In this revised and updated 2nd edition of Florida Gardener's Handbook, gardeners in the Sunshine State are handed all the know-how they'll need to grow a
lush, productive garden. The environmentally sound growing info for both edible and ornamental plants found here is your green thumb map to success.
With profiles of more than 300 plants proven to thrive in Florida's unique climate, including shrubs, trees, perennials, annuals, vegetables, fruits, tropical
plants, lawn grasses, and more, you'll be able to select the best plants to create a beautiful landscape or a high-yielding edible garden. Helpful charts
highlight sun and shade requirements and offer clear and concise plant variety information. Month-by-month care and cultivation guides are offered for
each plant group, guiding your journey--even if you're a first-time Florida gardener. Authors Tom MacCubbin and Georgia B. Tasker, along with pro
gardeners Robert Bowden and Joe Lamp'l, address the many challenges of Florida gardening, including a changing climate and saltwater gardening
information. The how-to methods for planting, pruning, watering, fertilizing, and much more are rich with information essential to Floridians. This
comprehensive and extensive guide is the best resource for growing in the Sunshine State. Whether you live in Nassau County, the Florida Keys, or
somewhere in between, the Florida Gardener's Handbook has you covered. Florida Gardener's Handbook is part of the Gardener's Handbook series from
Cool Springs Press. Other books in the series include Midwest Gardener's Handbook, Carolinas Gardener's Handbook, Northwest Gardener's Handbook,
and many others.

The Original Sticker by Numbers Book
As in color or paint-by-number, each design is divided into dozens of spaces. Each space has number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it,
and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 13 animal images to sticker. Images
range in difficulty. Perforated pages and spiral binding make it easy to use! Made for adults but kids can enjoy as well! 8.5" x 10" Keep your brain engaged
while creating fun, beautiful art. *The images in this book also appear in Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Animals (2 Books in 1), 156 pages - ISBN-13:
9781645580355

Brain Games Sticker by Number Stress Free
Move over, coloring books! Here’s an entirely new craft that kids will love: Paint by Sticker Kids. Paint by Sticker Kids is the same compelling craft first
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introduced in Paint by Sticker, but just for kids! The book includes everything you need to create 10 bright, playful, full-color illustrations—illustrated
templates printed on perforated card stock, and 10 pages of stickers to fill in and create the artwork. The fun, vibrant images are rendered in “low-poly,” a
computer graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3-D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into hundreds of spaces,
each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the next
and voila! It’s a rocket ship blasting through space. A Tyrannosaurus rex prowling his domain. A pickup truck hauling its load. A friendly toucan hanging
on his perch. Kids will love watching these pictures come to life. Plus, each is suitable for framing or the fridge.

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Totally Cool! (Sticker Puzzles - Kids Activity Book)
Paint a magical world with stickers (including glitter stickers)! Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic includes everything kids need to create ten vibrant
images, including unicorns, a dragon, a princess, and more. Step 1: Find the sticker. Step 2: Peel the sticker. Step 3: Place the sticker. Add the next, and the
next, and watch your enchanting paintings come to life! All the pages are perforated, making it easy to tear out each finished work to frame and share!

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Under the Sea (2 Books in 1 - Geometric Stickers)
Keep your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art with this easy-to-use sticker book. Includes 10 farm animal-themed photos to complete. Each
design is divided into 20 squares. Each square has a number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a
full-colored image emerges from the original unfinished photograph. Spiral binding and perforated pages make it easy to use!

Behave
Keep your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art! Features 10 magical designs to gradually fill in using the included stickers: unicorn, mermaid,
dragon, narwhal and more! As in color- or paint-by-number, this sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces. Each space has a letter
that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished
illustration. Made for adults and kids ages 7 and up. Spiral binding and perforated pages make this book easy to use! 52 pages

Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Ocean Treasures (Geometric Stickers)
Keep your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art with this easy-to-use sticker book. Includes 10 zoo animal-themed photos to complete. Each
design is divided into 20 squares. Each square has a number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a
full-colored image emerges from the original unfinished photograph. Spiral binding and perforated pages make it easy to use!

7 Little Words Book 1
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Brain Games - Sticker By Letter: Super Cool is a colorful sticker activity book that will keep your child's brain engaged while creating totally cool art.
Similar to color or paint by number, this sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker.
Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 30 cool and
colorful images to sticker from amazing animals and sea life to humongous dinosaurs. ?The wire spiral and perforated pages make the easy to use! Torn out
pages are 8-1/2 x 10 inches 156 pages 3 Sticker Books in 1 - Includes images from Brain Games Sticker by Letter: In the Wild (ISBN-13: 9781640307414)
Dinosaurs (ISBN-13: 9781645584896) Ocean Fun (ISBN-13: 9781645584902)

Paint by Sticker Kids: Dinosaurs
Brain Games Sticker by Letter: Super Cute is a compelling activity book to create super cute art. Similar to color or paint by number, this sticker activity
book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space.
Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 30 cool and colorful images to sticker from cute animals to
magical creatures (unicorns, dragon, mermaid and more!) The wire spiral and perforated pages make the book easy to use! Torn out pages are 8-1/2 x 10
inches. 156 pages. 3 Sticker Books in 1 - Includes images from Brain Games Sticker by Letter: Playful Pets (ISBN-13: 9781640307155) Totally Cool
(ISBN-13: 9781640305038) Magical Creatures (ISBN-13: 9781645584889)

The Threads of Reading
This Sticker by Number book offers a compelling activity for tweens that will keep the brain engaged to create totally awesome art. The book has 10
designs to sticker. Some are positive, word-based designs with fun icons and patterns. Similar to paint by number, this sticker activity book features designs
that are divided into spaces. Each space has a code that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Watch as full-color
masterpieces emerge from the original unfinished illustrations. The wire spiral and perforated pages make the book easy to use!

Brain Games Sticker by Number Cats!
Sticker Puzzles: Awesome Animals is a compelling activity to keep your child's brain engaged to create totally cool art. Similar to color or paint by number,
this sticker activity book features designs that are divided into spaces, each with a letter, that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in
the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes 10 animal images to sticker The wire spiral and
perforated pages make the book easy to use! 8-1/2" x 10" 52 pages

Brain Games - Sticker by Letter: Super Cool - 3 Sticker Books in 1 (in the Wild, Dinosaurs, Ocean Fun)
As in color or paint-by-number, each design is divided into dozens of spaces. Each space has number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it,
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and place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. Includes more than 40 sea themed images to
sticker. Images range in difficulty. Perforated pages and spiral binding make it easy to use! Made for adults but kids can enjoy as well! 8.5" x 10" Keep
your brain engaged while creating fun, beautiful art. Images from two books have been combined to create this 156 page Sticker by Number: Under the Sea
book! Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Under the Sea, 104 pages - ISBN-13: 9781640301818 Brain Games - Sticker by Number: Ocean Treasures, 52
pages - ISBN-13: 9781645580348

Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic
Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids. A compelling activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and
colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker book includes everything you need to create twelve vibrant, full-color “paintings.” The original images are
rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into
dozens of spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the
next, and the next—it’s an activity that’s utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing satisfaction of watching a
“painting” come to life, emerging from a flat black-and-white illustration to a dazzling image with color, body, and spirit. Paint by Sticker: Music Icons
brings us face-to-face with Elvis, The Beatles, Beyoncé, David Bowie, Cher, Prince, Michael Jackson, Kurt Cobain, Madonna, Nina Simone, Dolly Parton,
and "Weird Al" Yankovic.

Paint by Sticker Kids: Beautiful Bugs
This Sticker by Number book introduces a compelling new (easy to difficult) activity to keep your brain engaged to create tons of fun, beautiful art. As in
color or paint-by-number, each design is divided into dozens of spaces. Each space has number that corresponds to a sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and
place it in the right space. Watch as a full colored image emerges from the original unfinished illustration. This book has 29 Stress Free images to sticker.
The wire spiral makes it easy to use!
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